Interpersonal Communication - COM 240
Fall, 2013
Dr. Becky Belter Roberts, Professor
Lead faculty for Communication

Office: 235 Burt Walker Hall
Phone: (517) 796-8491
Email: RobertsBeckyL@jccmi.edu NOTE: I will only reply to student messages sent from your JCC email address.
Office Hours:
	M from 8:00 - 1:00 at Jackson Central Campus

W from 8:00 - 1:00 at Jackson North Campus
Required Text: Interpersonal Messages: Communication and Relationship Skills, J. A. Devito, 3rd Edition
ISBN: 13: 978-0-205-93180-4

Technology required: 
Weekly access to a computer with internet access, technical equipment compatible with JCC's online delivery service. You will also have to create a video for one of the quizzes. The video will be sent to me via JetNet. If you need additional help with technology (such as your JCC password, or difficulties accessing JetNet) please contact the JCC Distance Learning Help Center at (517) 796-8639.
Course Description:

Students will learn to improve communication in one-on-one and small group situations. In this course, students will examine basic verbal and nonverbal elements affecting communication between individuals in family, peer group, and work contexts. Specific units of discussion include intrapersonal perspective, conflict resolution, self-disclosure, message generation, intercultural messages and nonverbal communication.

Course Objectives:

JCC's Board of Trustees has determined that all of our graduates should develop or enhance certain essential skills while enrolled here. These skills are called Associate Degree Outcomes (ADOs). The ADOs for this course include (but are not necessarily limited to):
	ADO 2: Speak clearly, concisely and intelligibly

ADO 9: Work productively with others, recognizing individual contributions to group success
ADO 10: Understand and respect the diversity and interdependence of the world's peoples and cultures

Final Course Grades are composed of the following:
	Exam 1, 2, 3 (3 exams at 20%. each) 60 %

Chapter quizzes 30 %
Discussion posts 10 %
TOTAL 100 %

Course Grade Breakdown:
	A= 95% - 100%

AB = 94% - 90%
B = 89% - 85%
BC = 84% - 80%
C = 79% - 75%
CD = 74% - 70%
D = 69% - 65%
F = 64% - 0

How things work: 
This class is designed to be an interactive classroom experience - not an independent study. You can expect to spend 9 hours per week on the course material. This includes reading the chapters from the text, responding to the discussion questions and completing the quizzes/exams.
This course is divided into 3 segments. Each chapter has an outline, 2 discussion questions, and a quiz. Some also have additional material I ask you to review. It is your responsibility to read that chapter from the text (using the outline as a study guide), respond to each of the discussion questions, and complete the quiz. Once you have completed the work for the individual chapters you may complete the exam (Parts A and B) for those chapters.

Deadlines: 
All assignment/exam due dates are clearly marked on JetNet. There will be NO EXCEPTIONS. Please plan accordingly. You are welcome to work ahead once those segments appear, but I will not open an assignment for any reason after the due date. Discussion posts must be made prior to the corresponding homework date.

Quizzes: 
Each chapter has a quiz. The quiz questions are designed to highlight important information from the text. You can expect 2-4 questions in each quiz, and they are all short answer. I grade each of these manually, so it may take a day or two before you see a grade posted. You can resubmit quizzes as often as you like prior to the final due date. I will record the highest grade earned.

Discussion Questions: 
You are expected to make 3 comments to each discussion question. I tend to add my comments to the discussions to further enhance the conversation. While the discussions will remain visible for review, your ability to receive credit for your posts ends on the day that course segment concludes. Please be courteous and professional in your comments.

Exams: 
Three examinations will be given throughout the term. Each exam will consist of a combination of true-false, multiple choice, and possibly matching items. Exams cover material from the textbook, and any supplemental materials I ask you to review.

Grading Criteria: 
Before submitting an assignment or making a discussion board post, I ask that you ask yourself the following questions:
	Are there any spelling or grammatical errors in my work?

Does my work demonstrate professionalism?
Is this college level work?
All assignments and discussion posts will be evaluated on content, grammar, spelling, depth, number and overall adherence to the requirements of the assignment.

Learning Accommodations: 

Any student who requires special accommodations for learning, or who has a particular need is invited to share these concerns or requests with me as soon as possible.

Academic Honesty Policy: 

We will adhere to the JCC policy on academic honesty. It states that all work must be done by the student whose name appears on the document and that all sources be correctly credited. If you have additional questions, please contact me directly.

Instructor availability: 

You are welcome to work on course materials at any time. However, I will not be available 24/7. I do my best to respond to questions and grade submitted work within 24 hours during my work week (Monday - Thursday). The best way to contact me is via JCC email or directly through JetNet. I work at the Jackson Central and North campuses and you are welcome to schedule a meeting with me at either of these locations during my posted office hours (see the first page of this document). I am also available at the HIL or LEN campuses by appointment.

Class Climate: 

It is my goal to facilitate an open, engaging, and comfortable classroom climate. My standards may be rigorous, but it is my desire to foster a relaxed and fun classroom environment. Please be mindful of the effect your words have on your fellow classmates. Any statement, joke, or gesture that disrespects, offends, or denigrates another on the basis of gender, race, religion, sexual preference, age, or ability will not be tolerated.


